In recent years, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have gained progressive momentum in many areas of machine learning. The layer-by-layer process of DNNs has inspired the development of many deep models, including deep ensembles. The most notable deep ensemble-based model is Deep Forest, which can achieve highly competitive performance while having much fewer hyper-parameters comparing to DNNs. In spite of its huge success in the batch learning setting, no effort has been made to adapt Deep Forest to the context of evolving data streams. In this work, we introduce the Streaming Deep Forest (SDF) algorithm, a high-performance deep ensemble method specially adapted to stream classification. We also present the Augmented Variable Uncertainty (AVU) active learning strategy to reduce the labeling cost in the streaming context. We compare the proposed methods to stateof-the-art streaming algorithms in a wide range of datasets. The results show that by following the AVU active learning strategy, SDF with only 70% of labeling budget significantly outperforms other methods trained with all instances.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed a remarkable success of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [LeCun et al., 2015] in various domains, including images, videos, audios, and text processing tasks. Though DNNs are extremely powerful, they have some limitations: (1) they require a huge amount of labeled data to achieve high performance;
(2) training them is hard and slow with an enormous number of parameters; (3) their effectiveness highly depends on careful hyper-parameters tuning for different tasks. These problems are even more severe when applying DNNs to the online setting, where the model cannot reaccess historical data, leading to its slow convergence.
The success of DNNs is commonly attributed to its representation learning capability, which mainly relies on layerby-layer processing of the feature information. This recognition inspired the emergence of deep ensemble methods, most notably the gcForest model [Zhou and Feng, 2017] , which can solve the above-mentioned problems of DNNs while keeping the representation learning ability and producing high prediction accuracy. In particular, gcForest has much fewer hyper-parameters in comparison to DNNs and can achieve better results across various domains when using the same setting.
Data stream mining has become increasingly important in recent years owing to the massive amount of real-time data generated by sensor networks, IoT devices, and system logs. Building a strong predictive model for data streams is, therefore, a crucial task for many applications. Unlike in traditional batch classification where we can store the entire dataset in memory and process them with unlimited time, here we consider the evolving data stream setting where the following learning paradigms and resource constraints need to be satisfied: (1) the model is ready to classify any sequentially arriving instances at any time; (2) we expect an infinite sequence of data processed under limited time and memory;
(3) the data distribution may change over time (the appearance of concept drift [Webb et al., 2016] ); (4) the model can only observe each instance once before discarding it.
In learning from evolving data streams, the labeling process may incur high costs and may require a great deal of human effort. Active learning studies how to wisely query the most informative instances instead of asking for all labels. An effective active learning strategy can save us a huge number of label requests while keeping the performance of the learner as high as possible. It also helps accelerate the learning process since the learner will be trained on fewer instances.
In this work, we introduce a novel active classification method for evolving data streams. First, we present Streaming Deep Forest (SDF), which is an adaptation of the gcForest model for the stream setting. SDF retains the representation learning ability of gcForest by reusing its cascade structure. To update the model on the fly, we replace the classic Random Forest [Breiman, 2001] at each layer by Adaptive Random Forest (ARF) [Gomes et al., 2017] , a high-performance forest model for the stream setting. Concerning the problem of concept drift, SDF incorporates an active drift detection strategy. More details of SDF is described in Section 3. Second, we enhance the Variable Uncertainty (VU) strategy [Žliobaitė et al., 2011] to obtain a novel active learning method, namely Augmented Variable Uncertainty (AVU). We provide a theoretical proof that the VU strategy does not take the full advantage of the given budget, and then we propose AVU strategy to tackle this issue. Our contributions in this work are summarized as follows: 1) Streaming Deep Forest (SDF): We introduce a deep ensemble method, namely SDF, that achieves high prediction accuracy by exploiting the layer-by-layer processing of raw features. To the best of our knowledge, SDF is the first deep ensemble model being used under the data stream setting.
2) Augmented Variable Uncertainty (AVU) active learning strategy: We theoretically show a problem of the Variable Uncertainty (VU) strategy that it does not make full use of the given budget, and propose the AVU strategy to fix that issue.
3) Empirical analysis: We compare the proposed methods with a number of state-of-the-art algorithms for streaming context concerning a wide range of datasets. The experiment results show that by following the AVU strategy, SDF significantly outperforms all the benchmark algorithms even when it uses only 70% of the labeling budget.
In the next sections, we will discuss the background and related work (Section 2), followed by the proposed methods (Section 3) and experiments (Section 4). Finally, Section 5 concludes this work and presents directions for future works.
Background and Related Work

Ensemble Methods and Deep Ensemble
Methods for batch learning A multitude of ensemble systems are widely used in the traditional batch learning setting, including Bagging [Breiman, 1996] , Boosting [Freund and Schapire, 1997] , Random Subspace [Barandiaran, 1998] , and Random Forest [Breiman, 2001] . These methods are different in how they generate diversity in the ensemble. Bagging, for example, trains base learners on different bootstrap replicates obtained by using sampling with replacement of the training set. Meanwhile, Random Subspace pays attention to the feature space by training each base learner on a randomly selected subset of features. Random Forest extends Bagging by using Decision Trees as its base learners and choosing a random subset of features to be used for splits in each base tree.
Recently, the first ensemble-based deep model has been introduced, namely gcForest [Zhou and Feng, 2017] . It was constructed using multiple layers, each of which contains two Completely-Random Tree Forests and two Random Forests [Breiman, 2001] . In detail, each forest in a layer outputs a class vector obtained by averaging the class distribution vectors of all the base decision trees. Then a concatenation of the original feature vector and four class vectors returned by four random forests is used as the input data for the next layer. The gcForest model achieves superior performance on a wide range of domains in comparison to DNNs and other ensemble algorithms. More importantly, gcForest has much fewer hyper-parameters than DNNs and performs robustly on various datasets by using the same parameter setting.
State-of-the-art methods for evolving data streams
There are a massive number of methods for data stream classification. Here we only consider state-of-the-art algorithms according to their prediction performance and flexibility. Almost all the strongest models for evolving data streams are ensemble-based methods, because they can handle concept drifts effectively by selectively removing or adding base learners when changes happen. Online Bagging [Oza and Russell, 2001] is an adapted replicate of the classical Bagging algorithm, in which the Poisson(1) distribution is employed to simulate the behavior of bootstrap technique in an online manner. Leveraging Bagging [Bifet et al., 2010] enhances Online Bagging by adding more randomization to the input and output of the base learners and employing the ADaptive WINdow (ADWIN) drift detection algorithm [Bifet and Gavalda, 2007] [Chen et al., 2012] , which aims to generate only smooth distributions that do not assign too much weight to a single instance. It is theoretically guaranteed that OSBoost can achieve arbitrarily small error rate as long as the number of weak learners and instances are sufficiently large. Adaptive Random Forest (ARF) [Gomes et al., 2017] aims to adapt the classical Random Forest to the data stream setting by employing the online bootstrap resampling, similar to Leveraging Bagging. To deal with concept drift, ARF uses two change detectors per base tree to detect warnings and drifts. In particular, when a warning is triggered, a background tree is created and updated without affecting the ensemble predictions. If the warning escalates to a drift after a period of time, the background tree replaces the corresponding base tree in the ensemble. Recently, Gomes et al. introduced Streaming Random Patches (SRP) [Gomes et al., 2019] , which resembles the classic Random Patches [Louppe and Geurts, 2012] by combining the Random Subspace method and Online Bagging [Oza and Russell, 2001] . SRP exploits the global subspace randomization (as in Random Subspace), while ARF takes advantage of local subspace randomization (as in Random Forest). In SRP, the drift detection and recovery strategy follows the procedure used in ARF.
An Online Deep Learning (ODL) framework has been proposed recently [Sahoo et al., 2017] , which employs Hedge Backpropagation to overcome the slow convergence issue of DNNs in the online setting. However, ODL has no explicit mechanism to deal with changes in the data distribution, resulting in poor performance when concept drift occurs.
Active Learning with evolving data streams
In active learning setting for streaming data, the decision to request the true label for a data point must be made immediately when that instance arrives. Only a few active learning strategies have been proposed for evolving data streams. In [Žliobaitė et al., 2011] , the first theoretically supported active learning framework for instance-incremental streaming data was introduced. The authors also proposed two novel active learning strategies, namely Variable Uncertainty (VU) and Variable Randomized Uncertainty (VRU), that can handle concept drift explicitly. The VU strategy employs a variable threshold, which adjusts itself based on arriving data points to align with the given budget. Meanwhile, in the VRU strategy, the labeling threshold is multiplied by a ran- [Xu et al., 2016] . In detail, an ensemble of two base learners is used to predict new instances and detect changes over time. Meanwhile, two active learning strategies (Random strategy and Variable Uncertainty strategy) work alternatively to look for the most informative instances.
3 Proposed Methods
Problem setting
Let a data stream X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x ∞ } be an infinite sequence of data points where x k is a d-dimensional vector of features. Correspondingly, let Y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y ∞ }, y k ∈ {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l M } be the sequence of class labels, such that an entry y k in Y is the true label of x k in X. Most of the existing works on data stream classification assume that the true label y k is available before the next data point x k+1 arrives.
Furthermore, we assume evolving data streams, in which concept drifts may occur over time. The appearance of concept drifts influences the decision boundary and damages the current learned model. Here, an i.i.d. assumption is made for each concept, i.e., each concept is treated as a separate i.i.d. stream. As a result, we have to deal with a series of i.i.d. streams.
Streaming Deep Forest
It is widely acknowledged that the success of deep neural networks is attributed to its representation learning ability, which mostly relies on layer-by-layer processing of the features. Similarly, gcForest [Zhou and Feng, 2017 ] generates a deep forest ensemble based on cascade structure to perform representation learning. Specifically, each layer of gcForest takes the output of its previous layer as the feature information and transmits its processing result to the next layer.
Under the data stream setting, we employ the cascade structure of gcForest to retain the representation learning capability. However, we change the constituents and propose a new training scheme to make the model able to learn incrementally from data streams. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed method, which we refer to as Streaming Deep Forest (SDF).
Each layer is represented by an ensemble of Adaptive Random Forests (ARF), i.e., an ensemble of ensembles. Due to the fact that ARF is an online classifier, we can update all layers on the fly and use them to make predictions at any time. In addition, to promote diversity, a crucial factor in ensemble learning [Zhou, 2012] , we construct each layer using four ARFs with different hyper-parameters.
Consider an arbitrary data point, each ARF will output an estimate of the posterior distribution, which is the weighted average across all trees' class distribution. In more detail, ARF employs the Hoeffding Tree [Domingos and Hulten, 2000] algorithm with Naïve Bayes classifier at the leaves as the base learner, which we call Hoeffding Naïve Bayes Tree (HNBT). Note that in ARF, each base tree limits its splits to m(m < d) randomly selected features.
The posterior distribution given by each ARF forms a class vector. We then concatenate all these class vectors and the original feature vector to input to the next layer. Lets take a problem that aims to classify 5D feature vectors into four classes as an example. In this case, each of four ARFs outputs a four-dimensional class vector; thus, the next layer will receive 21(= 4 × 4 + 5) features.
When the true label y k of the data point x k is revealed, we update each layer by using y k and the input vector (the concatenation of the previous layer's outputs and x k ). In each layer, the update process can be easily parallelized since the four ARFs are independently executed, and so are the base trees of each ARF. In this work, we use the CPU multiprocessor architecture to parallelize each layer of SDF.
Regarding the issue of concept drift, SDF follows the active change detection and recovery strategy used in ARF, which is described in Sub-section 2.2
Augmented Variable Uncertainty Strategy
We study active learning for instance-incremental streaming data, where concept drift is expected to occur. The true label can be requested immediately or never, as the data points are discarded from memory after being used. The goal is to maximize the prediction accuracy over time while keeping the labeling cost fixed within an allocated budget.
Given a data stream X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x ∞ }, we assume that the labeling cost is the same for any data point. A budget B is imposed to request the true labels, i.e., the maximum fraction of the incoming data points that we can obtain the true labels. If B = 1, for example, all arriving data points are labeled, whereas if B = 0.6, we can request the true labels of up to 60% of the arriving data points.
In this work, we improve the Variable Uncertainty (VU) strategy [Žliobaitė et al., 2011] . Here, the certainty is measured by using the posterior probability estimates, i.e., the higher the maximum of the posterior probabilities is, the more certain the prediction is. This strategy tries to label the least certain data points within a time period by using a variable Algorithm 1 Active Learning with the AVU strategy Input: x k -incoming instance, B -budget, s -adjusting step Output: label ∈ {true, false} specifies whether to query the true label y k 1: Initialize labeling cost c = 0, labeling threshold θ = 1 2: if (c/k < B) then {budget is not exceeded} 3:p = max y P (y|x k ), y ∈ {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l M } 4:
ifp < θ then {certainty below the threshold} return false 14: end if certainty threshold, which adapts itself according to the arriving instances. Specifically, VU queries labels for the instances with their certainty scores below the variable threshold. In stable data concept (no change happens), the classifier becomes more confident about its predictions; thus, the certainty threshold will grow to cover some high-certainty data points. By contrast, if a concept drift occurs and lots of labeling requests suddenly appear, then the certainty threshold is contracted to be able to query labels for the most uncertain data points first.
A problem with the VU strategy is that it does not take full advantage of the given budget B. In Proposition 1, we show that by following this strategy, we only spend a maximum budget of 0.5 in expectation. As a consequence, when the budget B > 0.5, it will miss out a fraction of about (B − 0.5) of incoming instances that we can ask for their labels. To address this issue, we proposed the Augmented Variable Uncertainty (AVU) strategy in Algo 1. The difference between AVU and VU is that when "the certainty is good", VU always refuses to query labels, whereas AVU requests labels with a probability P = 2 × (B − 0.5). This allows AVU to take the full advantage of the labeling budget B.
Requesting labels when "certainty is good" is beneficial in evolving data streams, as changes can happen everywhere in the instance space. Thus, if we refuse to query labels for certain data points, some regions will never be observed, and we never know that concept drifts are occurring in those regions and, therefore, never adapt.
Experiments
We compared the parallel implementation of SDF against state-of-the-art algorithms for evolving data streams, both concerning prediction accuracy and CPU run time. We used the test-then-train strategy, where each instance is first used for testing and then for training, to evaluate the accuracy of each classification method. The benchmark algorithms used in the comparison were the Online Deep Learning (ODL) framework, Leverage Bagging (LB), Online Smooth Boost- Gomes et al., 2019; Sahoo et al., 2017] .
To evaluate the proposed active learning method AVU, we compared it to three techniques: Variable Uncertainty (VU), Variable Randomized Uncertainty (VRU), and Selective Sampling (SS). The ideas of these methods are briefly discussed in Sub-section 2.3, and the implementations of them are available in the MOA library 1 .
Regarding the hyper-parameters, we used Hoeffding Tree (HT) as the base classifier for all ensemble-based methods. The number of layers of SDF was set to 3 when comparing to other benchmarks. Each layer contained 4 ARFs, each of which comprised of 50 base trees. We, therefore, used 200 HTs as the base learners for other ensemble algorithms. We employed ADWIN to be the drift detector for all ensemble methods that rely on active drift detection (i.e., SDF, ARF, SRP, LB). We also incorporated ADWIN to ODL to help it deal with concept drift. The confidence bound δ of ADWIN was set to δ = 10 −4 for warning detection and δ = 10 −5 for drift detection in SDF, ARF, and SRP. In LB and ODL, δ was set to its default value δ = 0.002. In the AVU, VU, and VRU active learning strategies, the adjusting step s was set to s = 0.01 as used in [Žliobaitė et al., 2011] . When comparing to other benchmark algorithms, we added a variant of SDF that follows AVU active learning strategy with budget B = 0.7, which we refer to as SDF(B=0.7). Other hyper-parameters that are not mentioned here were set to their default values, as shown in the original papers, and they can also be found in the MOA library.
We conducted experiments on 20 datasets, including 11 synthetic data streams and 9 real-world datasets. These datasets have been extensively used in the data stream literature, containing concept drifts (gradual, abrupt, and incremental) and stationary streams. More details of these datasets 
Augmented Variable Uncertainty strategy
First, we designed an experiment to confirm Proposition 1 by examining the fraction of labeling requests of all active learning methods on the Electricity dataset when the labeling budget B > 0.5. Figure 3 shows the results for B = 0.7 and B = 0.9. Clearly, in both cases, the labeling amount that VU and VRU request quickly converges to 0.5, which is consistent with our proposition. Note that we only considered VU in the proof, but it can be easily extended for VRU. Figure 4 shows the comparisons of AVU against other active learning strategies on the Electricity and Airlines datasets given different values of the budget. When B ≤ 0.5, the proposed method yields the same result as the VU method, and the accuracy goes up when more budget is given. By contrast, in cases of B = 0.7 and B = 0.9, the performance of VU no longer increases, while the performance of AVU keeps rising. This observation demonstrates that it is beneficial to take full advantage of the given budget. In comparison to SS and VRU, AVU completely outperforms them in almost all cases. The only exception is the Electricity dataset with B = 0.1, where SS yields higher accuracy than AVU. Table 2 shows the accuracy of SDF, SDF(B=0.7) and other algorithms on 20 datasets. Since some methods may perform better on synthetic data while not so well in general, we present both the average ranking for the real-world datasets (Avg Rank Real) and the average ranking for the synthetic datasets (Avg Rank Synt.) alongside the general average ranking for all datasets (Avg Rank). The result shows that SDF variants consistently rank first on almost all datasets (18/20) except for the KDDcup99 dataset and HY-PER dataset, where they still yield reasonable performance. An interesting observation here is that SDF(B=0.7) achieves better average ranking than SDF though it queries only 70% of the true labels for training. On real datasets, they both obtain the best average ranking (1.67), whereas SDF(B=0.7) performs slightly better than SDF on synthetic datasets.
Streaming Deep Forest vs. Others
To assess the statistical significance of the comparisons, we apply the Friedman test and the Nemenyi post-hoc test with the significance level α = 0.05 to evaluate multiple methods on multiple datasets [Demšar, 2006] . The Friedman test rejected the hypothesis that "all methods perform equally". Figure 5 illustrates the results of the post-hoc tests regarding the accuracy and the run time. In terms of accuracy, Figure 5a shows that the proposed methods (SDF and SDF(B=0.7)) significantly outperform all the benchmark algorithms, while no significant difference has been found among ARF, SRP, LB, OSB, and ODL. Meanwhile, the run time of SDF is high in comparison to other methods, as shown in Figure 5b , which is attributable to its multi-layer structure. Fortunately, by using active learning, SDF(B=0.7) performs much faster than SDF and obtains comparable run time to LB and SRP.
Effect of hyper-parameters
The only hyper-parameter of SDF apart from those of ARF base learner is the number of layers. Figure 2 shows the accuracy of SDF when we vary this hyper-parameter from 1 to 5. It is clear that SDF with only one layer performs much worse than that with more layers. In addition, there is an upward trend in almost all datasets, meaning that adding more layers tends to give better (or at least equal) accuracy. Therefore, we recommend using SDF with at least two layers when having low computing power; otherwise, use as many layers as the hardware can handle.
In the batch learning setting where the training time is unlimited, the classification model can be very deep with many layers. However, in the stream setting, the model is expected to process instances at least as fast as new instances are available. Thus, we only use up to five layers to align with our computation resources, but the proposed method can be directly extended to many more layers when more computing power is available.
Conclusions
In this work, we have adapted the gcForest model to the context of evolving data streams and proposed the Streaming Deep Forest. In particular, we exploited the cascade structure of gcForest to retain its representation learning ability, changed the base forest model at each layer to ARF, and employed an online training scheme to update SDF on the fly. We compared SDF to various state-of-the-art streaming classification methods over 20 datasets from both real-world applications and synthetic data generators. We also proposed an active online learning framework for evolving data streams, namely Augmented Variable Uncertainty. Our experiments showed that by following the AVU active learning strategy, SDF with only 70% of the true labels significantly beats other benchmark methods trained with all the true labels.
In future work, we will study how to make SDF a deeper model while keeping the run time reasonable by considering sparse structures. When having a very deep model, an online weighted scheme for the layers can be employed to reduce the effort to tune the number of layers. Proposition 1. Given a data stream X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x ∞ }, a classifier L, and a small positive number s (e.g. s = 0.01). Let u k be the certainty score of L on x k which lies in the range [a, b](0 ≤ a < b), and θ be a variable certainty threshold. Consider the following strategy:
• Initialize the certainty threshold θ 1 = b • For all k = 1, 2, ...
-If u k < θ k then θ k+1 = θ k (1 − s) -If u k ≥ θ k then θ k+1 = θ k (1 + s) Letθ k be the expectation of the threshold at the k-th instance. If we follow the above strategy, then the probability P (u k < θ k ) converges to 0.5 when k approaches infinity.
Proof. Assume the certainty score u is uniformly distributed from a to b: u ∼ unif orm(a, b), which means P (u k < θ k ) =θ k −a b−a , and P (u k ≥θ k ) = b−θ k b−a . Hence, the expectationθ k+1 is:
To prove P (u k <θ k ) − −−− → k→∞ 0.5, we will prove that θ k − −−− → k→∞ a+b 2 . First, we use induction to show thatθ k ≥ a+b 2 for all k ≥ 1. Assume thatθ k ≥ a+b 2 . From (1), the inequalityθ k+1 ≥ a+b 2 is equivalent to:
which is satisfied due to the small value of s and the induction assumption. Hence, the inequalityθ k+1 ≥ a+b 2 is also satisfied. By induction, we have:
Second, we show that {θ k } is a decreasing sequence, or θ k+1 ≤θ k for all k = 1, 2, .... Substituting (1) to this inequality, we have:
which holds due to (3). Consequently, the inequalityθ k+1 ≤ θ k holds. Combining with (3), we have {θ k } is a decreasing and bounded below sequence. Therefore, it is converging. Now, let its limit be l = lim k→∞θk . When k approaches ∞, we have:
which is equivalent to l = a+b 2 , or lim k→∞θk = a+b 2 . Therefore, P (u k <θ k ) − −−− → k→∞ 0.5.
